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Abstrat
We desribe a non-perturbative quantization of lassial Wilson
loops in the WZW model. The quantized Wilson loop is an opera-
tor ommuting either with the full Ka-Moody symmetry algebra or
with one of its subalgebras. As an appliation, we show that suh
operators are useful tools for identifying xed points of the boundary
renormalization group ow.
1 Introdution
In this note, we propose a solution to the quantization of lassial Wilson
loops in the WZW models, a problem posed in [4℄.
Wess-Zumino-Witten models are Lie group valued onformal eld theo-
ries, and they desribe the dynamis of strings in group manifolds. Beause
they are exatly solvable, they provide interesting models for string bak-
grounds with non-trivial metri and B-eld. They also nd appliations in
solid state physis, for instane in the Kondo problem [1℄.
Dening suh a onformal eld theory on a surfae with boundaries re-






of the theory, as well as the expeted modular properties of the orrelation
funtions impose severe restritions on the set of admissible boundary on-
ditions [8, 6℄. Beause of the fatorization properties of CFTs, one needs to
provide the one point orrelators for the bulk elds on the disk to fully de-
sribe a brane. Hene, by the state-operator mapping, branes an be seen as
funtionals on the state spae of the model. By a slight abuse, one pitures
them as oherent (non-normalisable) states in the state spae, the boundary
states.
The Wilson loops appearing in this paper are very useful tools to study
D-branes. Consider a ompat worldsheet with boundaries, and let C be a









where P denotes yli ordering along the boundary C, Ja(z) are the urrents
of the model and Aa is a set of matries forming a representation of the
horizontal nite Lie algebra (or of one of its subalgebras). This operator an
be used to perturb the theory [3℄. As it is not marginal, a ow to an IR point
of the renormalization group is needed to get bak to a onformal theory. The
latter is generially the same as the original theory in the bulk, but displays
a new brane along the yle C. Suh boundary perturbations are therefore
interesting ways of building branes. There is however a big drawbak, namely
that in general the identiation of the xed point resulting of the ow is a
diult task.
The operator displayed above only has a preise meaning in the lassial
ase, when Ja(z) are omplex valued funtions on the worldsheet. At the
quantum level, Ja(z) beome Ka-Moody urrents. As a result, the Wilson
loop as dened above suers from ordering ambiguities, and one quikly run
into innities when trying to expand it expliitly. [4℄ suessfully renormal-
ized it perturbatively, but omputations beomes too intriate after a few
orders.
The non-perturbative quantization proedure developed below will allow
us to assoiate an operator on the state spae of the model to the Wilson
loops. The task of perturbing the model at the boundary and owing it
bak to a onformal point then simply amounts to letting at the operator
on the boundary state. As we show in a onrete example taken from [21℄,
this trivializes the task of identifying xed points. Hene it makes boundary
perturbation an eient tool for nding new branes, allowing to ompute
the resulting boundary state in a straightforward manner.
Wilson loops are instanes of onformal defets, whih have been stud-
ied from various points of view both in onformal eld theories [5℄ and 3D
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topologial eld theories [10℄. The idea of inserting entral operators in or-
relation funtions was introdued (to our knowledge) in [22℄, and [19℄ let
them at on boundary states to make preditions about the boundary RG
ow. The interest of our quantization sheme is that it allows to relate in a
preise manner boundary perturbations to suh operators.
In setion 2 we quikly review boundary onformal eld theory of WZW
models, introdue Wilson loops and explain the quantization problem. In
setion 3, we review [20℄, whih ontains key results for the quantization pro-
edure. We solve the quantization problem in setion 4, and nally show the
power and simpliity of this formalism with an appliation to renormalization
ows in setion 5.
2 Boundary onformal eld theory
Here we review some basi fats about boundary onformal eld theory of
WZW models (see [25℄ and [16℄ for pedagogial reviews of boundary CFT).
Consider a WZW model at level k on a ompat simple Lie group G. Let
g = Lie(G) be the orresponding simple Lie algebra, and gˆ the assoiated
ane Ka-Moody algebra at level k. The full symmetry of the model is
generated by two ommuting opies of gˆ, with urrents J(z) and J¯(z¯). We
will only onsider models with diagonal partition funtions, therefore the
Hilbert spae deomposes as H = ⊕µ∈P+k Hµ ⊗ Hµ∗ . Here P+k denotes the
set of integral dominant weights of gˆ at level k, and Hµ the irreduible gˆ-
module of highest weight µ.
2.1 Maximally symmetri boundary onditions
Maximally symmetri boundary onditions preserve the diagonal part of gˆ⊗gˆ,
the Ka-Moody symmetry of the bulk theory. When the theory is quantized
on a ylinder, the orresponding boundary state |B〉 satises the gluing on-
dition :
(Jn + J¯−n)|B〉 = 0 , (1)
where Jn and J¯n are the Fourier modes of the Ka-Moody urrents. The
Ishibashi states {| µ〉〉}, µ ∈ P+k generate the spae of all solutions to this
equation. Their normalization an be xed by the following overlap ondi-
tion :
〈〈λ| q 12 (L0+L¯0− c12 )| µ〉〉 = δµλχgˆµ(q) q = e2piiτ
where τ is the modular parameter of the ylinder, L0 and L¯0 are the zero
modes of the holomorphi and antiholomorphi omponents of the Sugawara
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energy-momentum tensor, and χ
gˆ
µ(q) is the harater of the Ka-Moody al-
gebra gˆ evaluated at the weight −2πiτωˆ0.
Not all linear ombinations of Ishibashi states provide onsistent bound-
ary states, the latter have to satisfy a supplementary ondition, known as
Cardy ondition ([8℄). Suh a ondition is neessary to ensure the mod-
ular invariane of the boundary onformal eld theory, and requires that
maximally symmetri boundary states are linear ombinations with positive







where Sρσ (ρ, σ ∈ P+k ) are the elements of the modular S matrix of the
WZW model, and 0 is the zero weight. These states are alled elementary
maximally symmetri boundary states.
2.2 Symmetry breaking boundary onditions
The states introdued above preserve half of the bulk symmetry of the WZW
model. However, the model only needs to be invariant under onformal
transformations leaving the boundary xed. Hene it is natural to try to
build boundary states whih have less symmety, and in partiular states
whih preserve only a subalgebra of gˆ. This was ahieved in [15℄ and [23℄,
and we will summarize part of the results appearing in the latter paper.
In [23℄, the authors hoosed a semi-simple subgroup A of G, and on-
sidered branes preserving the symmetry algebra aˆ ⊕ ˆ, where aˆ is the ane
Ka-Moody algebra assoiated to A, and ˆ is the hiral algebra of the oset
model G/A.
The Ishibashi states |µ, σ〉〉 are labelled by the setors of the oset model,
i.e. by pairs (µ, σ) of weights of g and a, respetively. Not all of these pairs
are admissible, the weights have to satisfy the algebrai relation : π(µ)−σ ∈
π(Q), where π is the projetion assoiated with the embedding a ⊂ g, and Q
is the weight lattie of g. Moreover, some pairs label the same oset setor,
and hene have to be identied (see [23℄ for details). The resulting set PG/A
of pairs labels representations of the oset symmetry algebra as well as the
Ishibashi states. The Ishibashi states are normalized as :
〈〈λ, σ| q 12 (L0+L¯0− c12 )|µ, ζ〉〉 = δλµδσζ χˆ(µ,ζ)(q)χaˆζ(q) ,

















|µ, ζ〉〉 , (2)
where S aˆ is the modular S-matrix assoiated with the subalgebra aˆ. Physial
boundary states preserving aˆ⊕ ˆ are linear ombinations of these states with
positive integer oeients.
2.3 Wilson loops
Consider a lassial WZW model at level k. The holomorphi and antiholo-
morphi urrents read :
J(z) = −ik∂gg−1 J¯(z¯) = ikg−1∂g
where g is the map from the worldsheet to some ompat simple Lie group.
From the holomorphi urrent, we an build the Wilson loop :








where l ∈ R, µ is a weight of g = Lie(G), ta are matries of the generators of g
in the orresponding representation Rµ, C is a loop in the worldsheet, and P
stands for yli ordering along C. These lassial operators are topologial,
whih means that they depend only on the homotopy lass of the loop C. At
the speial oupling l = 1
k
, the Wilson loop is even invariant under the full
WZW symmetry group (it has vanishing Poisson braket with the urrents
J and J¯ , see [4℄).
The goal is to quantize the lassial Wilson loop at l = 1
k
. Its quantum
ounterpart will be an operator ating on the state spae of the quantum the-
ory, namely on integrable highest weight modules of the Ka-Moody algebra.
As the lassial loop is gauge invariant, we will demand that the quantum
operator should ommute with the full symmetry algebra gˆ ⊗ gˆ. Being in-
dependent of J¯ , it automatially ommutes with the antiholomorphi opy
of gˆ. To ommute with the holomorphi hiral algebra, it should be entral
with respet to the holomorphi opy of gˆ. More preisely, it should belong
to the enter of some ompletion of the envelopping algebra of gˆ.
If we try to quantize the loop naively by viewing Ja(z) as elements of gˆ,
we quikly run into diulties. We are faed with ordering ambiguities, and
innite quantities appear from ommutators when the ordered exponential is
represented by a sum of integrals. In [4℄, the authors were able to regularize
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the operators Ja, give an ordering presription and add ounterterms to
nally get a nite result up to order four in
1
k
. The result was ompatible with
the intutition oming from quantum monodromy omputations ([4℄, setion
3). This proedure, however, is only perturbative, and the omputations are
rather heavy already for the lowest orders. Hene, a presription whih would
yield exat results would be desirable. The mathematial tools reviewed
below will allow us to propose one.
3 Central operators in Ka-Moody and Vira-
soro algebras
In this setion we review results from [20℄. We will show how to build entral
elements in some appropriate ompletion of the enveloping algebra of a Ka-
Moody algebra, and see that these operators are naturally assoiated to
omplex funtions of the weights. Note that similar results for the Virasoro
algebra appeared previously in [12℄.
3.1 Some preliminaries and the Shapovalov form
We start with an ane Ka-Moody algebra
1
gˆ with Cartan subalgebra hˆ,
Killing form (., .) and simple roots αi ∈ hˆ∗. We denote by ∆ the set of
all roots, Q =
∑
i Zαi the root lattie, ∆+ the set of positive roots and
Q+ =
∑
iNαi (0 ∈ N in our onventions). For any element β ∈ Q+, let
β =
∑
i kiαi be its deomposition on simple roots and dene deg(β) =
∑
i ki.
The Weyl vetor ρˆ is dened as the sum of the fundamental weights.
We an hoose Chevalley generators {ei} and {fi} that generate gˆ to-
gether with elements of hˆ. They satisfy Serre relations and the following
ommutation identities :
[ei, fj] = δij(α
∨
i )
∗ , α∨ =
2α
(α, α)
[h, ei] = αi(h)ei , [h, fi] = −αi(h)fi
for h ∈ hˆ. We all n+ and n− the subalgebras generated by {ei} and {fi},
respetively, and gˆ deomposes as : n+⊕ hˆ⊕ n−. Note that under the adjoint
ation of hˆ, U(n−) is deomposed into weight spaes U(n−)−β with β ∈ Q+.
There is an involutive anti-automorphism σ exhanging n+ and n− :






Atually the theorem proven in [20℄ is valid for any Ka-Moody algebra.
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It naturally extends to an anti-automorphism of the enveloping algebra U(gˆ).
∆˜+ will be the set of positive roots with their multipliities. Every positive
root appears one in this set, exept the imaginary root, with appears r times,
with r the rank of the horizontal subalgebra. We hoose some order on this
set and denote the assoiated lowering operators by F1, F2, ... ∈ n−. For
any β belonging to the positive root lattie Q+, we will all Pβ the set of all
maps :
k : ∆˜+ → N
Fi 7→ ki suh that β =
∑|∆˜+|
i=0 kiαi ,
where αi is the positive root orresponding to the lowering operator Fi, and
let P = ∪β∈Q+Pβ. For any k ∈ Pβ , we dene |k| = deg(β) and :
F k = (F1)
k1(F2)
k2 . . . ∈ U(n−) .
By the Poinaré-Birkho-Witt theorem, the set of all F k suh that k belongs
to Pβ form a basis of U(n−)−β. We dene a basis in U(n+) : Ek = σ(F k), for
k ∈ P.
Let us hoose k,m ∈ Pβ . Consider the free highest weight module Mλ
(Verma module) with highest weight λ and highest vetor vλ. The Shapovalov





3.2 A generalization of the enveloping algebra
As it ontains only polynomials in generators of gˆ, the envelopping algebra
U(gˆ) is not large enough to ontain entral operators orresponding to the
lassial observables we aim to quantize (eg. Wilson loops). Therefore we
need a suitable extension of the envelopping algebra U(gˆ).
We rst dene ane linear funtions on the weight spae hˆ
∗
: Tβ(λ) =
2(λ + ρˆ, β) − (β, β), β ∈ Q+. These funtions are useful beause of the
following property : if Tnα(λ) = 0, for n a positive integer, then the module
Mλ has a submodule isomorphi to Mλ−nα. We name L the union of all the
hyperplanes of the form Tnα(λ + γ) = 0, for α ∈ ∆+ and γ ∈ Q. F will
denote the algebra of holomorphi omplex valued funtions dened on hˆ
∗\L.
Note the anonial embedding j : hˆ →֒ F .
Let UF (gˆ) be tensor produt U(gˆ)⊗F quotiented by the relations :
h− j(h) = 0 , φgα = gαsα(φ)
where h ∈ hˆ, φ ∈ F , gα a generator in the root spae gˆα and sα ats as a
shift on elements F : sα(φ)(λ) = φ(λ + α). Elements of UF (gˆ) are nite
7





, φkm ∈ F . Beause of the embedding
S (ˆh) ⊂ F , we have U(gˆ) ⊂ UF(gˆ). UF (gˆ) beomes a graded algebra if we
dene deg(ei) = −deg(fi) = 1.
We further extend it by onsidering UˆF(gˆ) =
⊕
j UˆF(gˆ)j , where UˆF (gˆ)j is
the diret produt of the subspaes of the form F kFEm, with |m| − |k| = j.




with ||k| − |m|| bounded. Using the latter boundedness
ondition, it an be shown that the produt is well-dened on UˆF(gˆ), in the
sense that when multiplying two suh series, only a nite number of terms
ontribute to a given grade. Hene UˆF (gˆ) keeps the struture of an algebra.
Thanks to the same ondition, it still has a well-dened ation on any gˆ-
module with highest weight in hˆ
∗\L. Indeed, when ating on a vetor at a
given grade, only a nite number of terms in the sum are non-vanishing.
The same onstrution an be applied to the symmetri algebra S(gˆ) :
dene SF(gˆ) as the tensor produt S(gˆ)⊗ F quotiented by :
h− φ(h) = 0 , φgα = gαφ






Completing it to inlude innite sums suh that ||k| − |m|| is bounded yields
the ompletion SˆF(gˆ).
The two algebras SˆF(gˆ) and UˆF(gˆ) admit an ation of gˆ. On UˆF (gˆ), it is
provided by the adjoint ation of gˆ ⊂ UˆF (gˆ). For SˆF(gˆ), note that gˆ ats on
S(gˆ) by the adjoint ation. This ation an be extended to SˆF(gˆ) by dening
for φ ∈ F :
Adgαφ = g
α(−α · ∇φ)
where α ∈ ∆, gα is a generator in the root spae gˆα, and ∇ is the gradient
on hˆ.




for the invariant subalgebras
with respet to these ations. The enter ZF of UˆF (gˆ) oinide with UˆF(gˆ)
gˆ
.








3.3 Building entral operators
The main theorem of [20℄ states that given any funtion ψ in F , there is a
entral element zψ ∈ ZF with eigenvalues on the modules Mλ (λ ∈ hˆ∗\L)
are equal to ψ(λ). These operators are built reursively, by a onstrutive
proedure.








some unknown elements of F to be determined. λ will denote an arbitrary
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weight of hˆ
∗\L. Letting zψ ats on vλ, the highest weight vetor of Mλ and
requiring that zψ ats by salar multipliation by ψ(λ), we get φ00 = ψ. We
will now ompute the funtions φkm with k,m ∈ Pβ by indution on β.






the weight spae (Mλ)λ−β, in the basis F
s(vλ), s ∈ Pβ . We suppose that all
the Gγ are known for γ < β, and we write Φβ the matrix (Φβ)km = φkm,
k,m ∈ Pβ . From the denition of Bβ above, we have :
Gβ = ΦβBβ
with a matrix produt between Φβ and Bβ assumed.





Gγ = ψ(λ)1β (4)
where 1β is the identity operator on (Mλ)λ−β. Sine detBβ 6= 0 on modules
Mλ) with λ ∈ hˆ∗\L (see [20℄ for details), this equation an be solved for Φβ.
Hene all the oeients φkm in the expansion of the operator zψ an be
omputed by reursion, showing its existene.
As this may seem a bit abstrat, let us ompute the next oeient after
φ00, namely the one orresponding to the rst root appearing in the ordering
we hoosed. This is a simple root, so the set Pα has only one element.










Already in this simple example, it an be seen why we restrited the disus-
sion to weights outside L. If (α∨, λ) = 0 we annot solve the equation for
φαα.
3.4 Central operators on integrable modules
We are interested in letting entral operators at on integrable highest weight
modules whih ompose the state spae of WZW models, but suh weights
always lie in L. Even if we start with a funtion well behaved around integral
weights, the entral operators will in general have divergenes in its oe-
ients φkm, as shown in the simple example above. Suh divergenes arise
beause the Shapovalov form Bβ is not invertible on modules with highest
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weight in L. Hopefully, there is a simple ondition on the funtion φ war-
ranting that these singularities anel.
Let K be the set of weights with positive (but not neessarily integral)
level. Note that the set K, as well as −ρˆ + K, ontains all the dominant
integrable weights. In [20℄ it is proven that zψ an be extended on the set
−ρˆ + K if and only if for any positive integer n and any real positive root
α, Tnα(λ) = 0 implies ψ(λ) = ψ(λ− nα). The neessity of this ondition is
easily understood if we reall that Tnα(λ) = 0 implies that the free module
Mλ ontains a submodule isomorphi to Mλ−nα. As zψ ats by salar mul-
tipliation by ψ(λ) on the former and by ψ(λ− nα) on the latter these two
values have to be equal for zψ to be well-dened on Mλ. For the proof of
suieny, we refer the reader to [20℄.
There is a slightly stronger and more onvenient ondition :
Condition 1 : For zψ to be well dened on −ρˆ+K, it is suient that ψ is
invariant under the ation of Weyl group shifted by ρˆ, ie. ψ(w(λ+ ρˆ)− ρˆ) =
ψ(λ) for any w ∈W .
Remark that shifting a weight by the ane Weyl vetor ρˆ hange its
level as k 7→ k + h∨, where h∨ is the dual oxeter number of the horizontal
subalgebra g.
In summary, following [20℄, we onstruted an injetive ring homomor-
phism Kac : F Wˆs → UˆF(gˆ)gˆ from funtions on hˆ∗ invariant under the shifted
Weyl group Wˆs to entral operators living in UˆF (gˆ).
4 Quantization of invariant observables
Let us use the results above to solve the problem desribed in setion 2.3.
Consider a lassial observable of the WZW model depending holomorphi-
ally on the urrent J(z) only, for instane the Wilson loop (3). It an be
expanded as a series in the Fourier modes Jan of the urrent J , so belongs
to SˆF(gˆ). Moreover, the ation of the Poisson braket {., Jan} on suh an ob-
servable is given by the ation of gˆ on SˆF (gˆ). Therefore lassial observables










F Wˆ Sh //F Wˆs
Kac
OO
R is the restrition of SˆF (gˆ) on F , whih an be informally desribed as
"setting to zero" the generators belonging to gˆ\hˆ. It maps any gˆ invariant
element of SˆF (gˆ) to a Wˆ -invariant element of F , beause of the very denition
of the Weyl group as the group of inner automorphisms preserving the Cartan
subalgebra.
Sh is the "shift" map. Given any funtion φ ∈ F , it ats by Sh(φ)(λ) =
φ(λ+ ρˆ), where ρˆ is the Weyl vetor of gˆ. It maps funtions invariant under
the ane Weyl group Wˆ to funtions invariant under the shifted ane Weyl
group Wˆs.
Kac is the homomorphism onstruted in [20℄ and reviewed in the previ-
ous setion.
Dening Q˜ = Kac ◦Sh ◦R, we get a "quantization" ring homomorphism
assoiating a entral operator to any lassial observable invariant under the
WZW symmetries. Note that in the ase of a nite dimensional Lie algebra,
this homomorphism is atually an isomorphism, the Duo isomorphism [9℄.
We proeed now to the quantization of the Wilson loop (3), with l = 1
k
.
We are interested in the spetrum of the orresponding entral operator zµ,
so it is suient to ompute the element w(µ)
ren
∈ F Wˆs obtained by applying
Sh ◦ R. Computing expliitly the ation of Kac allow to reover order by
order the perturbative expansion of zµ in term of the modes of the urrent,
but this is probably useless for most appliations.
We rst ompute the ation of R. Consider (3), and suppose that the
funtions Ja(z) all vanish, exept if the generator orresponding to the index
a lies in a Cartan subalgebra h. In this ase, the argument of the exponential
lie in a ommutative algebra, and the exponential beomes a usual one (we
an forget about the yli ordering). We will now make indies i, j, ... run on
the index of the generators of h, while indies a, b, ... still run over the whole
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g. By deomposing the funtions Ja(z) into Fourier omponents Jan we get :
w(µ)(λ, k) := R(W (
1
k











where we set λ = − 1
2pii
(J i0t
i)∗ ∈ h∗, and χµ is the harater of g assoiated
with the representation with highest weight µ, viewed as a funtion on hˆ
∗
.






The map Sh then ats in an obvious way : the nite part of the weight
get shifted by ρ, the Weyl vetor of g, and the level is hanged as k 7→ k+h∨,
where h∨ is the dual oxeter number. We get :
w(µ)
ren




















on Hλ ⊗Hλ∗ . (Here
we used a famous identity between nite haraters and the modular S matrix
of gˆ). This spetrum is onsistent with the perturbative result of [4℄, and
mathes perfetly their guess about the non-perturbative result.
5 Appliations
5.1 The symmetry breaking ground state of WZW branes
Now we use the formalism developed above to identify the symmetry break-
ing boundary states desribed in [21℄. There it was shown using the eetive
ation of [3℄ that suh brane ongurations have lower energy than the fa-
miliar maximally symmetri ones. Arguments showing that they orrespond
to the brane ground state were given. However, they were pitured only as
states resulting from a perturbation followed by a RG ow, and a boundary
state desription was missing.
Let us onsider the following situation. We start with a stak of n D0-
branes, n|B0〉. Then we apply a perturbation at the boundary of the form :
n|B0〉 7→ Tr P exp(
∮
AaJ
a(z)dz)|B0〉, with Aa ∈ su(n). The perturbation
amounts to turning on a gauge eld A on the stak of D0-branes. As the
D0-branes have (lassially at least) no spatial extension, the omponents
Aa are really onstant matries. This perturbation is marginal only in the
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limit k →∞, so a RG ow is needed to drive the theory bak to a onformal
point.
Hene we may assoiate a brane onguration with a given onstant gauge
eld A. For instane, perturbation with diagonal matries moves the D0-
branes away from eah other, with the new oordinates of the D0-branes
enoded into the eigenvalues of the matries. A more interesting ase arises
when the perturbation A forms a representation of g ([Aa, Ab] = fabcAc, with
fabc the struture onstants of g). Suh a representation deomposes into a
diret sum of representations, eah of them haraterized by its weight λi. Ev-
idenes were given in [3℄ that the D0-branes undergo a ondensation proess
to yield one brane |Bλi〉 per irreduible representation λi. This boundary
RG ow is reprodued by the ation of the entral operators derived in the
previous setion.
The eetive ation used in [21℄ omputes the logarithm of the g-fator
[2℄ of the brane onguration resulting from the boundary RG ow, as a
















One an use it to ompute the energy of various brane ongurations and
test their stabilities. It is not diult to prove that the maximally symmetri
brane ongurations (the ones whih orrespond to non-trivial representa-
tions of g) have lower energy than the starting set of D0-brane. This shows
its instability against ondensation.
Perhaps more surprisingly, it was shown [21℄ that some states usually
have muh lower energy than maximally symmetri ones. These states arise
when A forms an irreduible representation of a su(2) subalgebra of minimal
embedding index (whih therefore equals 1). Minimal index subalgebras
are obtained from the Dynkin diagram of g by deleting all but one node
assoiated with a long root. For simply laed Lie algebras, they oinide
with the regular su(2) subalgebras. From now on, a su(2) subalgebra will
always be a su(2) subalgebra of minimal embedding index. After piking suh
a subalgebra, we an hoose some basis {ea} of g orthogonal with respet to
the Killing form, and assume that the subalgebra is generated by {e1, e2, e3}.
To get the minimum of the ation we then set Aa (a = 1, 2, 3) to some
matries representing su(2), and Aa = 0 (a > 3). Clearly the perturbation
operator partially breaks the gˆ-symmetry of the model, but the orresponding
boundary states were unknown.
We want to identify these states with the ones disovered in [23℄ and
reviewed in setion 2.2. To this end, we model the ombination of the per-
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turbation followed by the RG ow by the ation of an operator ating on the
boundary states. As the set of D0-branes we start with is maximally sym-
metri, and the resulting state is not, this operator annot be entral with
respet to gˆ. However, as a ŝu(2) symmetry is preserved at the boundary,
we know that it belongs to the enter of the ŝu(2) subalgebra of gˆ generated
by the embedding su(2)⊂ g. Note that the level of the su(2)-subalgebra is
the same as the level of gˆ, beause the embedding index is 1, so all the ane
algebras to be onsidered below are at level k.
As mentioned above, the perturbation operator is written :




where l is some real onstant (that we will take to be equal to 1
k
), and σ is the
su(2) weight of the representation A. As Aa = 0 for a > 3, this perturbation
involves only operators in ŝu(2). Hene we an treat it exatly as we did for
















on a ŝu(2)-module of weight ζ . In the formula above, the Weyl vetor ρ and
the modular matrix S bsu(2) are those of ŝu(2), and we used h∨ = 2 for su(2).
Applying the map Kac, we get a Wilson loop operator z
bsu(2)
σ , entral with
respet to the ŝu(2) subalgebra. The hiral setor Hµ of the WZW model
Hilbert spae deomposes into (an innite number of) ŝu(2)-modules under
the ation of the subalgebra ŝu(2), and z
bsu(2)







on submodules of ŝu(2)-weight ζ .
We are now ready to ompute the boundary state we are looking for. The
starting boundary state is a set of n D0-branes, whih is just the sum of all












In the seond equality, we expressed the D0-brane state in term of the
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Comparing with (2), we nd that |B
nal
〉 = |B(0,ζ)〉.
Let us make some remarks :
• As already mentioned above, in the k →∞ limit, omputations using
the eetive ation (5) gave good evidene that the states |B(0,ζ)〉 have
the lowest g-fator [21℄. Numerial omputations of the g-fators at
nite level using the expliit form of the boundary states found above
onrm this onjeture.
• Note that zµ|B(0,ζ)〉 = |B(µ,ζ)〉 where zµ are the entral operators of
the preeding setion. Therefore all the states deribed in [23℄ an
be retrieved from the D0-brane state |B0〉 by perturbation with Wilson
loops. It is straightforward to see that the more general states desribed
in [24℄ an also be retrieved in the same way. Therefore all the known
branes with trivial gluing automorphism (see [7, 17℄) are linked by
boundary RG ow, in spite of them being maximally symmetri or
not. A similar argument an be used to prove the plausible laim of
[18℄ (see the end of setion 2 there).
• The ring formed by the entral operators zµ is isomorphi to the ten-
sor produt ring of g, simply beause their eigenvalues are given by
the nite haraters χµ. However, the eigenvalues on integrable mod-
ules form one-dimensionnal representations of the WZW fusion ring,
by an argument ompletely analogous to the proof of the Ka-Walton
formula. (See for instane [11℄, 16.2.1.) Therefore, the ation of en-
tral operators on maximally symmetri boundary states reprodues the
boundary RG ows onjetured in [13℄, as already noted in [4℄.
• Beause they at by salar multipliation on the modules of the symme-
try algebra preserved by the branes, the Wilson loop operators always
ommute with the Virasoro generators. This allows for instane to
obtain interesting relations between partition funtions (see also [22℄).
2
Note that we an write suh an equality beause the eigenvalues of the Wilson loop
operator oinide on submodules related by the oset identiation, hene it really ats
by salar multipliation on the Ishibashi state |µ, ζ〉〉.
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Let us denote by Z(ν,σ),(µ,ζ) the partition funtion of losed strings prop-
agating between the boundary states 〈B(ν,σ)| and |B(µ,ζ)〉. We have :










〈B(0,0)|q 12 (L0+L¯0+ c12 )N λµν zλ(N bsu(2)) ησζz bsu(2)ζ |B(0,0)〉 =
N λµν (N bsu(2)) ησζZ(0,0),(λ,η)
where N λµν and (N bsu(2)) ησζ are the fusion rules of gˆk and ŝu(2)k. The
produt of Wilson loop operators was omputed using the fat that
zµ is entral and the preeding remark. Hene Z(ν,σ),(µ,ζ) is a linear
ombination of Z(0,0),(λ,η) with positive integer oeients. In partiular
Cardy's ondition [8℄ needs only to be heked on Z(0,0),(λ,η) (this was
done for Z(ν,σ),(µ,ζ) in [23℄).
• When ating with a Wilson loop operator on some boundary state, the
ratio of the g-fator of the nal and initial boundary state is given by
the eigenvalue on the module with zero weight. Hene these operators
also ontain informations about the diretions of the ows they model.
The results presented here heavily rely on the fats that the perturbation
involves no other eld than the urrents generating the symmetries of the
model, and that the lassial Wilson loop is an observable with some strong
invariane properties. We are therefore unsure to whih extent they ould be
generalized to other types of perturbations and onformal eld theories.
However, as the example treated above should have demonstrated, this
modeling of the boundary renormalization group ow by entral operators
ating on the boundary states provides a powerful and simple tool to identify
the targets of the ows.
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